After Action Review (Pause and Learn)
What is it?
“After Action Reviews (AAR) are an effective approach for capturing the knowledge gained from activities and projects.
They’re great for ensuring that the lessons learned from one project or team are shared with the rest of the
organization, with a view to improving overall performance.”1 NASA has adapted the Army’s AAR to become a “Pause
and Learn” methodology. Rather than being conducted at the end, “PaL” sessions are conducted throughout a life cycle.
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found
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Document corrective actions
taken
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How do I start?
Step 1
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Hold the AAR immediately.
AARs are carried out immediately while all of the participants are still available, and their memories are
fresh. Learning can then be applied right away, even the next day.

Create the right climate.

Step 2

Step 3

The ideal environment for an AAR to be successful is one of openness and commitment to learning.
Everyone should participate in an atmosphere free from the concept of seniority or rank. AARs are
learning events rather than critiques. They certainly should not be treated as personal performance
evaluations.

Appoint a facilitator.
The facilitator of an AAR is not there to “have” answers, but to help the team to “learn” answers. People
must be drawn out, both for their own learning and the group’s learning.

Ask “what was supposed to happen?”

Step 4
Step 5

The facilitator should start by dividing the event into discrete activities, each of which had (or should
have had) an identifiable objective and plan of action. The discussion begins with the first activity: “What
was supposed to happen?”

Ask “what actually happened?”
This means the team must understand and agree with the facts about what happened. The team needs
to be as accurate as possible when describing the events that transpired.

Ask “what was the difference?”

Step 6

The real learning begins as the team compares what was supposed to happen with what actually
happened. “Why were there differences?” and “What did we learn?” Identify and discuss successes and
shortfalls.

Now compare the plan with reality.

Step 7

Ask “What will we do differently to ensure this doesn’t happen again,” and “What should we do to ensure
we repeat this success in the future?” Put in place action plans to sustain the successes and to improve
upon the shortfalls.

Record the key points.

Step 8
1
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Recording the key elements of an AAR clarifies what happened and compares it to what was supposed
to happen. It facilitates sharing of learning experiences within the team and provides the basis for a
broader learning program in the organization.
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After Action Review (Pause and Learn)
Important Tips3
•
•
•

Evaluate actions based on the objectives, specific standards, and required
outcomes that are aligned with the strategic plan.
Determine the actions of employees, leaders, senior management and the unit,
separately and as a whole.
Identify, recommend, and implement specific training or process
improvements based on the results.
What are the
learnings
from what
happened?

How can I learn more?
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